FAITH FORMATION
Over the past year, we have done great
things in Faith Formation that continues to
make our parish seek to bring the Gospel
to this new generation in new and exciting
ways. Things certainly have changed in years past, and

for some this is welcome, but for others, it may seem like
we may be going in the ‘wrong’ direction. There are no
more books, no more teachers, no more classrooms, and
we even took away chairs! Things are different, and the
difference certainly goes beyond these visual changes. In
the past year, we have seen kids and families get excited
about faith and God through activities, music, drama,
and games, and we still seek to make our experiential
model more engaging and enriching for the everyone.
That being said, some still question, “Why do we need to
change in the first place?” Weren’t things fine when we
have classrooms and books?” I’d like to take the time to
explore some of these concerns here.
The first thing is that Faith Formation is contextual.
In the past, when Catholic immigrants first came to
America they build ethnic churches, and their faith was
transmitted to their children through strong ethnic and
cultural practices. Saints Peter and Paul used to be the
German parish, and in the past, the German parishioners
did Faith Formation by participating in cultural and
religious events that were tied to the parish and their
ethnicity. Once these immigrants assimilated into
mainstream American society, a new model emerged:
the classroom model. Most people who wanted Catholic
education and formation went to Catholic school where
everything was like a school with textbooks, classrooms,
chalkboards, and teachers, or catechists. There was no
need for faith formation for public school students (and
charters did not exist at this point) because Catholic
schools could accept everyone interested for free. Once
more and more Catholics began to go to other schools
due to various reasons, faith formation for non-Catholic
school students developed and parishes just copy-andpasted the Catholic school model into their parishes.
Today, we live in a world where people live and act
differently than did those from fifty and even twenty
years ago. Below are some of those factors that John
Roberto, author of Reimagining Faith Formation for the
21st Century identifies that disrupt and make ineffective
the classroom model:
Growing number of people who are religiously
unaffiliated and spiritual but not religious
Declining participation in Catholic churches
Increasing diversity and pluralism in American
society
Increasing influence of individualism on
Christian identity and community life
Changing patterns of marriage and family life
Declining religious socialization
Increasing impact of digital media and web
technologies.

We need to adapt to these new circumstances when it comes to transmitting the faith to
our children, and this calls for new methods and practices that break away from outdated
models.
We know that something needs to change because we live in a vastly different world
than did our parents and grandparents, but what then is the focus? The focus is to create
followers of Jesus who practice our parish’s six pillars in their lives, whether children or
adults:

To Love
To Give
To Worship
To Serve
To Grow
To Connect
These pillars constitute the essence of living our faith, and so faith formation needs to
empower families to practice all of these actions in their lives. In the other models, the
focus is primarily just one: “to grow,” but there is more to faith than just knowing about
the faith; it must be lived. This year, we have begun our journey to expand faith formation
to include these other elements.

To Love: We bring everyone together and encourage small group interaction so

that our families can practice love and build friendly relationships with one another
right here at the Family Assemblies.

To Give: Many have given their time, talent, and treasure to support our efforts,
from writing cards to troops overseas, to regularly donating to fund these programs, to
spending time and volunteering at rehearsals and the Family Assemblies.

To Worship: We worship at every Family Assembly through prayerful music and

song that everyone is invited to participate. Additionally, we’ve explored other ways to
pray, such as through art, talking with God, and the Mass.

To Serve: You’ve given back so much to the community at the Family Assemblies,
by building care packages for the Hoboken Shelter at home to making beautiful rosary
beads for the elderly in retirement homes.

To Grow: Everyone grows every session by learning about our life app and how

that relates to our faith and tradition in the Church. You’ve learned about cooperation,
joy, thankfulness, and so much more about our faith including, baptism, the saints, and
missionaries.

To Connect: We have all gotten closer as a community through our coming

together for these sessions, and we’re glad to have gotten to know you, and we hope that
you met and connected with other members of our parish family.
As we continue to grow, continue to get involved by participating with your family in faith
formation.
I’d love the opportunity to hear your thoughts on how we can do better.

-Nick

